
Epiphany Bracelet 
 

 
 

Designed by Denise Yezbak Moore 
Featuring Bead Gallery® beads 

Available exclusively at 
www.halcraftcollection.com 

 



Materials:  
42 Bead Gallery® Czech glass green dagger 5x16mm beads 
 (20154) 
29 Bead Gallery® travertine light green coated Czech glass fire 
 polished faceted round 6mm (15544) 
18 Bead Gallery® green fluorite stone round 10mm beads (17547) 
29 Bead Gallery® dyed carved tone bead rondell, mixed size 8-15mm 
  (16727) (rondelles and rounds) 
42 Bead Gallery® Brazilian Amazonite stone round 8mm (B quality) 
 beads (13278) 
43 Bead Gallery® aqua iris coated hematine square rondelll beads 
 2x4mm (15226) 
20 Bead Gallery® polar jade stone round 10mm beads (13240) 
12 Bead Gallery® yellow tiger eye (B grade) oval rice beads 12x8mm  
 (10859) 
33 Bead Gallery® Citrine chips beads (10599) 
40 Bead Gallery® natural bone beads rondell, mixed size 7-9mm 
           (16726) 
02 gold tone plated beaded head pin 
56 gold tone size 1 crimp bead 
10 Bead Gallery® Super Bundle gold tone memory wire (20727) 
 
Tools: 
Beadalon classic memory wire shears (JTMEMCUT2) 
Beadalon slim line round nose pliers (201A-014) 
Beadalon 2 slim line chain nose pliers (201A-011) 
 
Tip: Memory wire can damage wire cutters. Memory wire shears are 
recommended when using memory wire. 
 
Time: Less than 45 minutes 
 
Level Of Difficulty: Beginner 
 
Instructions: 
 

1. Cut 10 loops of memory wire with memory wire 
shears. 

2. Form a simple loop at end of wire. 
3. String (crimp bead, dagger) repeat 41 times, crimp 

bead, 29 Czech travertine, 18 green fluorite, (bone 
rondelle, bone round) 27 times, bone rondelle, 
(hematine square, amazonite) repeat 19 times, 
hematine square, 19 polar jade, (crimp bead, tiger 



eye rice) repeat 11, crimp bead, 32 citrine chips, and 
40 bone rondelles. 

4. Trim end of wire with memory wire shears and form a 
simple loop. 

5. Using head pin, string citrine chip and form a simple 
loop. 

6. Connect to loop on bone side of bracelet. 
7. Using head pin, string polar jade, and form a simple 

loop. 
8. Connect to loop on dagger side of bracelet. 


